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REPORT ON PRINCETON STRIPPING ON THE NORTH CARBONATE ZONE

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Princeton Property is situated in Gauthier Township, approximately 10 miles east of 
Kirkland Lake, Ontario (48007' N Lat. and 79050' W Long., NTS 32D/4F, Larder Lake 
Mining Division). The claims lie immediately southeast of the Town of Dobie, between 
Hwy 66 and the Ontario Northland Railway tracks. The North Carbonate Zone lies in the 
central northwest section of the property and straddles the boundary of the west claim 
(L400241) of a group of nine unpatented claims optioned from R. A. MacGregor and 
Princeton patented claim L9204. The MacGregor claims are numbered: L400241-42- 
43, L400437-38-39, Z. L544731-32-33.

Access is gained to the east end of the main Princeton property via a recently 
constructed logging road which begins near grid line 1W and 0+0 baseline and extends 
in a circuitous route to about 56W on the baseline. The western and southern sections 
of the claims are accessed from an old bush road that runs east- west from the McBean 
area to Hwy 66.

The North Carbonate Zone stripping is accessed from a new backhoe road that leads 
northwards from the west end of the old logging road at about L52W, to the two 
stripped areas on lines L62W and L68W at about 15+OON.

INTRODUCTION
In preparation for a detailed mapping survey, a contract was let for cutting 1.7 miles 
(2.75 km) of baseline at 200 foot grid line spacing and 25.6 miles (41.25 km) of grid 
lines with stations every 100 feet on the Princeton property in 1997. The azimuth of the 
baseline is 1250 with grid lines running north 2000 feet and south 1500 feet at 0350 .

During the mapping program, an unknown mafic/ ultramafic package was described in 
the northwest geological regime. This included a green carbonate horizon designated 
as the North Carbonate Zone (NCZ). An old diamond drill hole put down by R. A. 
MacGregor in 1984 returned a value of 0.22/ 4.4' within this unit. Part of the 
recommendations from the Princeton report included stripping of the main green 
carbonate outcrop areas and follow up detailed mapping with possible rock trenching 
and sampling.

CURRENT PROGRAM
The current program included stripping of the areas around the previously mapped 
green"carbonate outcrops along lines L62W and L68W in the vicinity of section 
15+OON. The stripped areas were hand cleaned and pressure washed. In an attempt to 
trace the units along strike through the overburden, magnetometer and l.P. surveys 
were conducted over limited portions of the grid between sections 1000 S 2000N.



Stripping was accomplished by contracting a tracked backhoe/ excavator and operator 
for a total of 69 hours. Two areas of about 13,700 and 21,000 square feet of rock were 
exposed by removing the basal till and topsoil cover. On the stripped areas, the 
operator was instructed to clean down the edge of the outcrop until the overburden 
depth became excessive. Following the stripping, the remaining small pockets of 
overburden were removed by shovel and both outcrops were pressure washed. Both 
exposures were then tied into the existing grid system and overlain with a detailed grid 
prior to geological mapping. All the stripping was done on claim L400241.

GENERAL GEOLOGY
As described in the Princeton report, the geology of the unknown group comprises a 
sequence of mafic to intermediate flows (unsubdivided) and pyroclastics (tuffs) with an 
unsubdivided ultramafic unit that extends from Line 56NW to 90NW in the northwestern 
section of the claim group. It forms a wedge- shaped unit from 300 to 700 feet thick 
centred on about 15+OON. The NCZ appears to be included between two major tuff 
sequences which have affinities with both the Timiskaming and Larder Lake Groups. 
The unit includes:

Ultramafics- unsubdivided; This classification includes chlorite carbonate (talc) 
schists, carb rock units and green carbonate.
Chlorite carbonate schists are generally well sheared and/ or contorted and weather to 

rubbly fissile piles. They appear well carbonatized which causes them to weather to a 
streaky reddish brown while the fresh surfaces are dark greenish grey and weakly 
magnetic. They may be tuffaceous in part.
Carb rock is an alteration term indicating intensive carbonate (calcite/ ankerite) 
alteration that has obliterated all original texture. Carb rock is generally non magnetic, 
foliated, and tan orange weathered; the colour on fresh surfaces range from pale grey 
to grey pink with local drab green carbonate and green carbonate streaks and patches. 
Up to 27o pyrite and 1007o quartz have been noted in outcrop;
The green carbonate rock in this area is similar to the main green carbonate alteration 
package. Locally, relic polyhedral joint textures are distinguishable through the 
alteration and deformation overprints although most primary textures are obliterated. 
Quartz veins are in the form of individual isolated veins ranging up to quartz stockworks 
which constitute up to 2007o of the rock. A 12 foot section of quartz veining was noted in 
a drill hole on the MacGregor Property.

Mafic to Intermediate Flows- unsubdivided; This includes a suite of darker 
coloured fine grained units of possible tholeiitic affinity that appear to be spatially 
associated with the ultramafic package described above.
The term basalt was applied to massive, fine grained, chloritic, moderately magnetic 
rock that may become weakly foliated to locally sheared. Commonly, the fresh surfaces 
are green black and weather blue to tan grey or tan to orange green. The host rock may 
be pitted locally indicating weathering of amygdules or small pods of carbonate 
alteration.



Andesite is distinguished from the basalt by its slightly lighter colouration- medium grey 
green to blue grey- on fresh surface although the tan coloured weathered surface is 
similar. It is non to mildly magnetic and may become weakly foliated; it is possible that 
these flows may be hi- Mg basalts in part.
Mafic Pyroclastics- tuffs (fragmentals)- This unit is somewhat nebulous since it seems 
to bridge the gap between the northerly mafic and ultramafic sequences by exhibiting 
characteristics of both. It is generally chloritic, non to weakly magnetic, sheared with 
abundant carbonatization along shear planes. The carbonate alteration/ veining is often 
lensoid or spindly inferring a stretched fragmental texture. The tuff has a rippled, 
"leathery" weathered texture that has a streaky grey to orange brown (oxidized) 
colouration similar to the ultramafics. Locally, it appears to be banded with green 
carbonate streaks (possible fragments).

GEOLOGY OF THE STRIPPED AREAS
Although along strike and only 600 feet apart from each other, the two stripped areas 
are different geologically. The eastern exposure centered around L62W is dominated 
by a thick section of green carbonatized (GC) ultramafic rock with flanking chlorite 
carbonate schist (CCS) and drab green carbonate (DGC). In contact with this unit on 
the northeast edge is a narrow lense of cherty tuff/ felsite (?) and a well mineralized 
(pyritized) "flow type" basalt. Overlying this sequence to the north are fairly strongly 
contorted cherty and felsic tuff units. Structural fabrics from these exposures were 
variable ranging from strikes of 0900 to 1300 and dips steep north to vertical.

The stripping along L68W uncovered an unexpected variety of lithologies. The northern 
edge of the outcrop comprises a mixture of variably altered ultramafic rock ranging from 
CCS to DGC to GC with patches and ribbons of incipient alteration of the host. A thin 
sliver of felsite separates this package from a dominantly green carbonate altered 
ultramafic unit which continues to the south. This is followed by another mixed altered 
ultramafic unit similar to the first and ends with two GC lenses which are separated by a 
chloritic mafic/ ultramafic (?) flow.

An old pit was blasted on the contact between the southernmost of the green carbonate 
lenses and a thick unit of conglomerate which underlies (?) the ultramafic package. The 
conglomerate is polymict containing a variety of pebble types including felsic, 
intermediate, mafic and porphyritic which are strongly deformed and quartz, jasper and 
flint (black) which retain their shape. The matrix tends to appear more mafic/ chloritic 
near the north contact and more felsic/ arkosic towards the south contact. This is 
followed abruptly by a granular textured felsic tuff/ arkosic sediment that contains 
regularly spaced chloritic (argillic?) laminae/ rhythmites. The quartz vein content 
increases noticeably in this unit.

Another GC lense separates the felsic tuff from the following argillite sequence. Overall, 
the argillite is strongly sheared with minor lenses of arkose, greywacke and 
conglomerate and, locally, is very well pyritized. A sample from an almost massive 
pyritic section assayed 343 ppb gold. The argillite and enveloping GC contains



approximately 4007o quartz patches and veining. A deep pit was sunk on a 12" wide 
quartz vein in green carbonate at the southeast edge of the stripping. An outcrop ridge 
comprising green carbonate, felsic tuff and conglomerate continues to the south from 
the area of the pit.

The variety of lithologies was partially intersected in 2 short x-ray holes drilled by R. A. 
MacGregor in 1984, however, a deeper hole drilled under the stripped area by 
Riocanex in 1985, intersected only a small portion of the green carbonate horizon but 
failed to penetrate the quartz vein zone.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS
In August, JVX Ltd and Exploration Services were contracted to conduct IP. and 
magnetometer surveys, respectively, over the central portion of the NCZ between lines 
L60W and L72W and approximately sections 10+OON St 20+OON. At the time of writing, 
only the preliminary sections and plans had been received. The complete reports and 
map packages will be submitted later under separate cover.

The IP. survey was commissioned with the intention of tracing the strike of the 
mineralized flow type horizon between the outcrop areas and to outline possible 
diamond drill targets. The n^ and ns2 chargeabilities as well as the ns 1 resistivity 
were contoured on plan to aid in the interpretation of the geological trends and to try to 
outline the flow ore type horizon. The chargeability at n=2 indicates the presence of an 
anomalous zone about 100 feet to the south of the mapped mineralized unit on line 
L62W.

Although the fabric generally dips steep north as determined from the geological 
mapping program, an old Riocanex drill hole collared about 180' to the north failed to 
intersect either the mineralized flow or the green carbonate horizon. A similar hole on 
L68W designed to test the downward extension of the GC/ ultramafic package on 
surface ended in weakly altered ultramafic rocks but did not encounter the extensive 
quartz veining subsequently uncovered in the current stripping program.

A magnetometer survey was also conducted over the north central portion of the 
original grid. The preliminary magnetic gradient contours indicate an extremely erratic 
patchwork of isolated and disjointed highs and lows. The total field map indicated a 
fairly uniform magnetic low area to the south in the felsic tuffs and a "bumpy" high 
anomalous northern half of the survey area which is underlain by intermixed highly 
deformed and altered possible ultramafic to mafic tuffs and flows. The final report from 
the contractor is pending.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During a 1997 grid mapping program on the Princeton Property, an unknown mafic/ 
ultramafic package was described in the northwest geological regime. This included a 
green carbonate horizon designated as the North Carbonate Zone (NCZ) centered on



lines L62W and L68W at about 15+OON.. An old diamond drill hole put down by R. A. 
MacGregor in 1984 returned a value of Q.221 4.4' within this unit. Part of the 
recommendations from the Princeton report included stripping of the main green 
carbonate outcrop areas and follow up detailed mapping with possible rock trenching 
and sampling.

During the current program the previously mapped green carbonate outcrops along 
lines L62W and L68W were stripped using a tracked backhoe/ excavator. Two areas of 
about 13,700 and 21,000 square feet of rock were exposed by removing the basal till 
and topsoil cover and pressure washing.

The eastern exposure centered around L62W is dominated by a thick section of green 
carbonatized ultramafic rock (GC) with flanking chlorite carbonate schist (CCS) and 
drab green carbonate (DGC). In contact with this unit on the northeast edge is a narrow 
lense of cherty tuff/ felsite (?) and a well mineralized (pyritized) "flow type" basalt. 
Overlying this sequence to the north are fairly strongly contorted cherty and felsic tuff 
units.

The stripping along L68W uncovered an unexpected variety of lithologies. The northern 
half of the outcrop comprises a mixture of variably altered ultramafic rock ranging from 
CCS to DGC to GC with lenses and ribbons of incipient alteration of the host and felsic 
dikes. To the south, this sequence is followed by: polymict conglomerate; a felsic tuff/ 
arkosic sediment unit; a thin slice of GC; a fairly thick sequence of argillite dominated 
sediments; a thin sliver of GC/ CCS; and then an overburden covered felsic tuff and 
conglomerate unit. The series of lithologies to the south from the felsic tuff to the sliver 
of GC contains up to 4007o quartz veining; the argillite is locally mildly pyritic.

To aid in the overall interpretation of the geology of the North Carbonate Zone, l.P. and 
magnetometer surveys were contracted for the area between 10+00 S 20+OON from 
lines L60W to L72VV (inclusive). At the time of writing, only the preliminary sections and 
plans had been received. The complete reports and map packages will be submitted 
later under separate cover.

The pyritized mafic flow horizon on line L62W is the only identified occurrence of "flow 
type" mineralization recognized on the Princeton property. It is exposed over about 15 
feet of strike length between a thick green carbonate unit and felsic tuff sequence. On 
line L68W, a highly variable sequence of ultramafic rock (including green carbonate), 
conglomerate, arkosic and pyritized argillitic sediments is cut by up to 4007o quartz 
veining.

It is recommended that at least 3 short (5001 to 600') diamond drill holes be put down to 
test the pyritic zones on each line. The holes should be spotted to undercut these 
horizons and to test additional targets identified by the preliminary geophysical survey 
results. Following the series of shorter holes, at least one deep hole should be 
budgeted to try to intersect the mineralized ultramafic/ sedimentary package at



approximately 1000 feet vertically below the stripped areas.
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.Queenston Mining Inc.
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Ontario i^Mm Declaration of Assessment Work 
and Mnes Performed on Mining Land

-ctkxi 85(2) and 66(3), R.S.0.1990

Transactor! Number (office use)

Assessment Files Research Imaging

twecttons 66(2) and 86(3) of the Mining Act. Under iedbon 8 of the Mining Act, this 
lent work and correspond wtth the mining land holder. Questions about this cotoction 
nent and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 6B5.

GAUTHIER 90032D04SW2017 2.19415

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holder(s) (Attach a list if necessary)
Name 
ROBERT A. MacGREGOR
Address 
28 FORD ST.
SAULT STE. MARIE, 
ONTARIO P8A 4N4

Name 57W fr/c/;*** 1 1 J
Address

S&n*^ i, /t, C

Client Number 
162287
Telephone Number 
(705) 949-4250
Fax Number 
(706)949-2427

Client Number , ^ . fl J 7"

Telephone Number 

^Fax Number ' 4j g

2. Type of work performed: Check K) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

D Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, rtTi Physical: drilling stripping, n Rehabilitation 
ac^auc flnrl wunrk nnrlpr Qprtinn 1ft /rend ' * trenrhinn anri a.c^nniatari as^vs "

Work Type 

OVERBURDEN STRIPPING and OUTCROP WASHING ;

Date* Work From To 

(" rformed Day 18 | Month 06 | Year 98 Day 08 | Month 1 2 | Year 98

Global Portioning System Data (if available) Township/Area GAUTHIER TWP.

MorG-PlanNumber 

G-3211

Office Use
Commodity

Total S Value of 
Work Claimed

NTS Reference

Mining Division

Resident Geologist 
District ^

l J j P^O

kavrUA. LoJoL,

kcV-klaivrl LnJcc,

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name 
FRANK PLOEGER. PROJECT GEOLOGIST

Address c/o QUEENSTON MINING INC, ' - 
PO Box 996, Kirkland Lake, Ontario P2N 3L1

Name 
B KMcCOMBE MINING EXPLORATION

Address
84 MCKELVIE A VE., KIRKLAND LAKE, ONTARIO P2N 2KB
Name 
WAYNE PHIPPEN CONTR. LTD.

Address 
P.O. Box K4, KING KIRKLAND, ONTARIO. POK 1KO

Telephone Number 
(705) 567-4377
Fax Number 
(705) 567-4426
Telephone Number 
(705) 568-8502
Fax Number

Telephone Number 
(705) 568-8526
Fax Number 
(705) 568-8526

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or AGENT
l,________WAYNE BENHAM____, do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

(Print Name)

this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true.
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent X ^^

Agent's Address 
QUEENSTON MINING INC., TORONTO, ONTARIO

Telephone Number 
(416) 364-0001

r^**4M ' f 
.-., 7 7

Fax Number 
(416)364-5098

0241 (03/97)

RECEIVED

MAR 2 9 1339 ^

GEOSCtENCf ASSESSMENT 
OFFICE

19 4



6. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to the mining 
land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link must accompany this 
form.

Mining Claim Number. Or if
work VMS done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this 

column the location number 
indicated on the claim map.

eg

eg

1 ^o

2

3

A

S

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB7827

1234567

1234568

c.^ Lease 104058

L J/VdfO
X. ?/ 9 B3Z
Ltl fi 10
L?/ 91 21
L9/9JZZ
L^l ??^3

L ^8 1157

Column Totals

Number of Claim 
Units. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

40.6 ha

1
1
1
1
t
1
i

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

526,825

0

S 8,892

111,000

111,000

Value of work 
applied to this
- ..I adam).

N/A

124.000

14,000

0

/6oo
/6 cro
/^av
/b &0

/ ' bfrV

f k OD
/ + 00

/L Ptro

Value of work 
assigned to other
mining claims.

(24.000

0

0

7/ ooo

l/* frzro

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

12,825

0

54,892

,i\OQ-t r * /We*, t- o ^-ector, do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Print Full Nant*/

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to the claim 

where the work was done.

Signature of R Authorized in Writing Date

6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check ry) in the boxes below to show how you wish to 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

El 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated.
D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or
D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or
O 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only _________
Received Stamp

0241 (03(97)

RECEIVED

MAR 2 9 ra

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
OfFICE

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)

2.19 4 I 5



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 686. Under section 8 of the Mining 
Act, this information is a public record. This information wiH be used to review the assessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this 
cofection should be directed to a Provincial Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E

Work Type

EXCAVATOR

STRIPPING AND WASHING - 2 MEN

SUPERVISION AND REPORT

Unit* of work
Depending on the type of work, list the number of 
hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilometres of 
grid line, number of samples, etc.

70 hours

14 days

14 days

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

ATV RENTAL * FUEL

Food and Lodging Costs

Cost Per Unit 
of work

382.84/hour

3347.75/day

3250/day

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

35,799

35,201

33,500

5332

311,000

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at lOO'fc of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at SQ'fa of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use, the calculation below:

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 * Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 

request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

l,____WAYNE BENHAM do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably
(please print full name)

be determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on the accompanying 

Declaration of Work form as AGENT l am authorized to make this certification.
(recorded holder, agent, or state company position with signing authority)

0212(03*7) RECEIVED

MAR 1 9 ;::3
GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 

___ OFFICE

Signature Date

JJ& * JL c/



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

May 27, 1999 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

ROBERT ALLAN MACGREGOR P3E 6B5
28 FORD STREET
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ontario Telephone: (888) 415-9846
P6A-4N4 Fax: (877)670-1555

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.19415

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9980.00230 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the ' 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 13791 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.19415 

Date Correspondence Sent: May 27, 1999 Assessor: Lucille Jerome

Transaction 
Number

W9980.00230

Section:
10 Physical PSTRIP

First Claim 
Number

104058

Township(s) l Area(s)

GAUTHIER

Status

Deemed Approval

Approval Date

May 27, 1999

In all future physical work submissions, please include a section stating the specific dates worked in the field.

Correspondence to:

Resident Geologist 
Kirkland Lake, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

Wayne Benham
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

ROBERT ALLAN MACGREGOR 
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ontario

SKEAD HOLDINGS LTD. 
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ontario

Page: 1

Correspondence ID: 13791
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THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED. THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER, MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON.

NOTICE OF FORESTRY ACTIVITY
THIS TOWNSHIP l AREA FALLS WITHIN THE ___

AND MAY BE SUBJECT TO FORESTRY OPERATIONS 
THE MNR UNIT FORESTER FOR THIS AREA CAN BE 
CONTACTED AT:

P.O. BOX 129

SWASTiKA, ONT. 

T"" - POK ITO

705-642-3222

Map base and land disposition drafting by Surveys and Mapping 
Branch, Ministry of Natural Resources.

The disposition of land, location of lot fabric and parcel boundaries on 
this index was compiled for administrative purposes only.
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